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PURPOSES

1-03-14 
L) see all;  tarry not;  My speed;  function in every purpose;  I have called it so

2-1-14 
JR)  Peril, Peril;  stand against;  ready to act;  Bride purposes intact;  overlook nothing;  all 
senses on alert;  diligently aware
HH)  Be doers;  intelligence, use your intelligence;  I don’t need what if’s or could be’s;  see and 
hear clearly;  no guessing;  each in position;  fulfilling each purpose;  diligent, diligent, diligent;  
each must be;  no slacking;  imperative;  Satan is at full scale;  frantic;  We must curtail;  so 
many yet to be saved;  purposefully fulfill purposes;  must act and react as I do;  calm 
assurance in the fray;

2-2-14 
JR)  My purposes;  must be;  again, receive of My Bounty;   now, curtail the enemy;  refuse him 
and his forces;  recognize, refuse, recognize, refuse;  stay under My protection;  you know how

2-25-14  
HH)  My Archangels in place;  assignments given;  tend to your purposes;  paramount 
importance;  time is so short

3-01-14 
HH) know your Purposes;  so important;  individual a unit;  recognize and refuse jealousy;  My 
Chosen must be pure;

3-11-14 
HH)  take not away from what I have spoken;  My words are not idle;  tell them to listen, I 
instruct;  stop cutting Me off;  listen, listen, listen for My complete instructions;  who wants you to 
assume?  not Me;  who wants you confused?  not Me;  again, take not away from My words;  
opinions and preferences are only opinions and preferences;  every word I speak has correct 
purpose;  every pause I make has correct purpose;  listen for My complete understanding;  it 
shall come in My correct timing;

3-18-14 
HP)  Give to Me all that you are; all of you;  We must be truly one; one in purpose; one in battle; 
one in peace

3-23-14 
HH)  Come My Beautiful Bride;  time to fulfill functions, purposes;  rise above ;  all;  go to the 
four corners;  shelter in Me;  worthy;  Yes, I say you are worthy;  deny not;  I have spoken;  I lie 
not;  much work ahead;  work for which you have been chosen;  believe it;  take heart;  save, 
save, save;  even the unseemly;  bring all who will to Me;  forget not this charge;

4-01-14 
HH)  It is time, It is time, It is time;  Come forth in fullness;  My Chosen;  you have been selected 
for this time;  the purpose of this time;

4-07-14 
HP)  well done;  Now, accept My Judgments;  they are Holy;  filled with purpose;  accept them 
all;  yes, hold them dear to you;   allow them to do their work;  allow, you must allow
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4-11-14 
L)  My united;  purposes connected;  bonded;  united work;  see it clearly;  act

4-24-14 
HH)  accept My gift of color;  each has purpose;  all I do has purpose;  deny it not;  garner, 
garner, garner;

4-25-14 
HH)  Bride, Bride, Bride;  Our time is soon to arrive;  slack not;  combust;   aware of purposes;  
intrude not on one another’s purposes;  honor each;  (Red)  put it together;  put the pieces 
together;  ( purple and then it was peppered with tiny blank dots; Red)  garner the vision;  see it;  
see it;  

5-15-2014 
HH)   Conjecture not;   let there be no conjecture;   Every word I give has purpose;   righteous 
purpose;   Every word from My Chosen also has purpose;   for righteousness or 
unrighteousness;   time for solemn choices;   EVERY WORD;   diligently, methodically pull 
down, destroy EVERY unrighteous word spoken or thought or written;   serious;   
heretofore lump sums will not work;   eliminate, negate each word;   serious, serious, serious;   
My Chosen, your words are powerful;   create as Mine did, do and shall;   YOU are responsible;   
consequences in every word;   no more off-the-cuff remarks;  choose each and every word 
carefully, meticulously;  now, decide Yay or Nay;   choose wisely 

7-13-14 
HH)   purposes coming together;   aware, aware;   no time for dismay;   grasp and do as I say;   
or show;   assignments must be completed;   no time for slip-ups;   allow not pressure;   not of 
Me;   I AM with you;   understand, I Am with you;

8-02-14 
HP)  work as never before;   complete My tasks given;   just cause;   purpose in each task;   
unfulfilled task=unfulfilled purpose;   must not be;   leave no gaps;   weary not;   I AM the giver of 
strength;   look to Me, look to Me;   ME;   get it, ME

8-12-14 
HH)   silence is golden;   precious beyond measure;   holy unto Me;   core is set;   listen to Me;   
core is set;   foolish questions;   ask not;   My time is prime;   as is yours;   waste not;   backslide 
not;   bring in the workers;   prepare;   My workers are available;   bring them in;   purposes set;   
government in order;   tend to it;   set the pace;   My pace;   recognize;   push, Bride, push;

11-13-14 
HP)    My Child, you are about to see miracles;   many, many, miracles;   discern each for 
what it is;   its purpose;   all things have purpose;   faceted purpose;   you must see it for 
them;   (DDR) 

11-20-14 
L)    Profound trust;   give Me profound trust;    proficient;  proficient with My gifts;   use each 
with purpose;   purpose for which each is intended;   
HP)   come that I may bless;   I bless you with salvation, purposeful salvation;   use it, they shall 
listen;   hesitate not;   take joy 

11-26-14 
HP)     choose wisely among the gifts I've given you;   operate carefully with them;    DR;   each 
gift, each action has purpose;   

12-04-14
L)   Meter stick;   use My measure;   allow My weights;   true;   My weights, My amounts;   
exact;   My purposes;   vital;   adjust to Me, Mine



12-27-14
L)   Purpose;   R & DR;   live for My Purposes;     R & DR;   defeat the enemy;   at every 
turn;   yes, defeat, defeat;   DRT;   Break no promises, no vows;    I do My part

3-02-15
HH)   step into your full purpose;   time, time;   give Me complete trust;    expect much;   
legally done;   

3-28-15
HP)   assignments;   tend;   know My assignments given to you each are righteous and 
holy and just;   gladly tend them;   complete their purposes;   every facet of them;   be 
aware of the facets of each assignment;   remember, assume nothing;   seek Me if 
needs be;   now tend, tend, tend

5-27-15
L)   Purpose, Purpose, Purpose;   allow My Purpose;   in every matter;   see and 
understand; understand each Purpose;   deny not;   protect My Purposes;

8-02-15
HH)   (Suddenly, I knew I was being rained upon. )   yes, My rain is upon you and shall 
continue;   allow it;  first part cleanses;   yes, there are many facets to My Rain;   many 
purposes;   allow and receive them all;

8-03-15
L)   Mundane;   some things seem mundane;   still must be tended;   all details;   done 
orderly;   timely; sequentially at times;   be not remiss;   no procrastination;   all have 
purpose;   timely purposes;   tend, Bride. tend
HP)   Thanked and Praised)   tidy;   all must be tidy, orderly;   done orderly;   orderly 
manner;   purpose in correct order;   be not careless;   hap-hazard;   Bride, aware of 
own actions;   no assumptions made;   reason for everything;   absolutely everything;   
all matters;   pay attention;   pay attention

9-25-15
HP)  make your footsteps sure, firm;   keep them on My path;   My pathways you've 
covered with Praises;   multiple purposes in Praise covered pathways;   must be kept 
covered and active;   sincere, sincere at all times;   begrudge not;   Praise and expect;   
watch and expect;   Praise from the heart

10-05-15
HH)   enter with purpose;   now enter;   

10-22-15
L)   Postpone;   Edition;   My timing;   wrestle not;   trust My purposes;   trust Me;  I shall 
guide
HP)    Prepare ye the way;   preparation, ongoing process;   physical, mental, spiritual 
preparations;   tend, tend, tend

10-28-15
HH)   Bride, take every step I give;   skip none;   purpose in each;   skip not, skip not;   
the smallest detail has purpose;   be mindful of each;   Bride, Bride, this must be



11-05-15
HH)    motivate the lost with My truth;   Power filled truth;   yes, My every word is filled 
with Power and Purpose;   

12-20-15
HH)   time for fulfilling your purposes;   purpose after purpose after purpose;   stay, stay 
obedient;   must stay obedient;   I shall send you forth in My time for My purposes;   My 
plans charted for you each and for you as one;   prepare your hearts;   they must be 
prepared;   

12-29-15
L)   My purposes being accomplished;

2-01-16
L)   Remember the purposes;   always look for them;   make certain they are tended;
that My purposes are tended;   enemy purposes must be denied, deactivated, thwarted

4-25-16
L)   all matter has purpose;   see it so;   hinder not My purposes;   see and comprehend 
all facets;   revelations therein;   yes, Bride, see the depths of My purposes

4-26-16
L)   purposes about to combust;   fan the flames;   purposes combusting all across the 
lands; parallel with Me;   My Chosen, My Chosen;   aid the fire

5-14-16
L)   Purpose;   Bride, you  must teach the purposes of the laver and the washing in it;   
simple truth;   trust Me, trust My words

6-11-16
HH)  My doors, My doors, My doors;   aware of My doors;   use your keys, My Chosen, 
use your keys;   enter as I say enter;   seek and see the purpose of each;   enter 
expecting to find purpose;   ready to work;  to fulfill purpose, duty;   expect to give as 
well as to receive;   understand;   give, give, give;   see the purpose;  

6-27-16
HP)   prepare;   to receive;   of  My bounty;   cross multiply;   yes, proportionately;   
balance;   My eco systems are mathematical;  all balanced;   aware of all actions, all 
thoughts, all words spoken;   My balance of purpose must not be upset;   understand

7-23-6
L)   Purposes to fulfill;   each purpose must be fulfilled;   completely, precisely;   Bride, 
Bride, see to it;   every facet of every purpose

7-25-16
HH)  each must tend to their purposes;   yes, some have many purposes;   fulfill each 
one by one;  accurate;  always precise;



(9-08-16)
HH) Bride, Bride, each position must be determined to fulfill each and every purpose;   
all on duty;   focused on Me;   focused on what each is purposed to do;   no doubt, no 
schisms;   no jealousy;   each operating in purity;   purity in thought, word and deed;

9-17-16
HP)  tempt Me not;   tell them to refuse to tempt Me;   gainfully employ every tool I've 
given you, My Chosen;   every tool;   each has much purpose;   use them, use them;   
fulfill all Our purposes

11-15-16
L)   Purpose, Purpose, Purpose;   look for the Purposes in all things;   deny the 
purposes of things not of Me;   must be


